This paper presents a technique to provide seamless communications in mobile wireless networks. The goal of seamless communication is to provide disruption free service to a mobile user. A disruption in service could occur due to active hando s (hando s during an active connection). Existing protocols either provide total guarantee for disruption free service incurring heavy network bandwidth usage (multicast based approach), or do not provide any guarantee for disruption free service (forwarding approach). There are many user applications that do not require a \total" guarantee for disruption free service but would also not tolerate very frequent disruptions. This paper proposes a novel staggered multicast approach which provides a probabilistic guarantee for disruption free service. The main advantage of the staggered multicast approach is that it exploits the performance guarantees provided by the multicast approach and also provides the much required savings in the static network bandwidth.
Introduction
Mobility has opened up new vistas of research in networking. With the availability of wireless interface cards, mobile users are no longer required to remain con ned within a static network premises to get network access. Users of portable computers would like to carry their laptops with them whenever they move from one place to another and yet maintain transparent network access through the wireless link. Integrated voice, data and image applications are going to be used by millions of people often moving in very heavy urban tra c conditions.
On the downside, mobility brings along with it a myriad of network management problems. The problems could be broadly classi ed as mobility management related and connection management related. In this paper we will primarily deal with a key problem in mobile wireless networks related to connection management. The problem deals with providing disruption free service to mobile users.
Future personal communication networks (PCN) will allow users to engage in bi-directional exchange of information including but not limited to voice, data, and image, irrespective of location and time, while permitting users to be mobile. Even though, near term personal communication services (PCS) are going to be voice-oriented, PCN are expected to support multimedia PCS in the long term 13]. This will spur requirements for high capacity wireless networks.
A typical PCN with mobile users 8, 9, 10] comprises of a static network and communication links between them. Some of the xed hosts, called base stations (BS) 1 are augmented with a wireless interface and they provide a gateway for communication between the wireless and static network. Due to the limited range of wireless transreceivers, a mobile user can communicate with a BS only within a limited geographical region around it. This region is referred to as a base station's cell. A mobile user communicates with one BS at any given time. Each BS is responsible for forwarding data between the mobile user and the static network.
When a mobile host is engaged in a call or data transfer, it will frequently move out of the coverage area of the mobile support station it is communicating with, and unless the call is passed on to another cell, it will be lost. Thus, the task of forwarding data between the static network and the mobile user must be transferred to the new cell's mobile support station. This process, known as hando , is transparent to the mobile user. Hando helps to maintain an end-to-end connectivity in the dynamically recon gured network topology.
As the demand for services increase, the number of cells may become insu cient to provide the required quality of service. Cell splitting can then be used to increase the tra c handled in an area without increasing the bandwidth of the system. In future, the cells are expected to be very small (less than 50 meters in diameter) covering the interior of a building. The reduction in the cell size causes an increase in the number of hando s, thereby increasing the signalling tra c (network load) due to the hando protocol messages. In addition, hando also causes a disruption in service if it is not done in a fast and e cient manner. In this paper we will primarily deal with design and implementation issues of hando protocols to ensure disruption free service.
Providing connection-oriented services 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] to the mobile users requires that the user always be connected to the rest of the network in such a manner that its movements are transparent to the users. Providing disruption free service is a stronger requirement than mere connection-oriented services. In addition to maintaining the connection, the network will need to ensure that the delay experienced by the data packets over the network is less than a xed time called the deadline. The deadline is in turn determined by the quality of service (QOS) required by the users. The goal of seamless communication is to provide disruption free service to a mobile user. A disruption in service could occur due to active hando s (hando s during an active connection). This is because traditional protocols require the old BS to forward data packets to the new BS. Thus, every time a mobile user moves into a new cell during the connection (active hando ), the user will see a break in service while the data gets forwarded to it from the old BS via the new BS.
We rst present the proposed approach for providing disruption free service to mobile users. Our work di ers from existing protocols in that the network load incurred by the proposed approach is signi cantly lower as compared to others. The number of disruptions seen by the user will depend on the number of hando s incurred during the lifetime of the connection. The number of hando s in turn depends on the mobility pattern of the user. In this paper we use two mobility models to analyze the proposed approach. In the rst model, the user spends very little time in a cell (hando s occur frequently), while in the other model the user spends a long time in a cell (hando s occur infrequently). Analysis shows that for both these models, the proposed approach signi cantly reduces the network bandwidth usage without violating the quality of service (QOS) requirements speci ed by the user application.
The problem of guaranteeing disruption free service to mobile users becomes more acute when the static backbone network does not use any packet numbering or does not provide retransmissions. Asynchronous Transfer Mode networks, the future of B-ISDN, display these properties. The second half of the paper deals with implementation issues of the proposed approach. The backbone network has been assumed to be an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network. The vast transmission capacity o ered by an ATM broadband network can provide communication services to a wide range of applications including video and audio. It is thus a natural choice for multimedia services. ATM is basically a connection-oriented switching technology. Users need to establish a xed route called a virtual channel (VC) before any information can be exchanged. To make maximum use of available bandwidth, multiple VCs can be statistically multiplexed over the same link. Issues related to ATM have been comprehensively treated in 19, 22, 23] .
While ATM promises to do away with the present problems faced by the telephony community, it raises a number of issues for the mobile computing industry. As mentioned before, existing ATM protocols do not o er any packet numbering and prohibit packet reordering. In this scenario maintaining a continuous (disruption free) communication link to the mobile host becomes complicated. We thus need to ensure that once a hando takes place no packet is lost and deadlines are met, i.e., the packets that have been transmitted to the previous BS and which have not reached the mobile host due to hando , are somehow delivered to it within the given time constraint. Keeping these problems in mind, we propose an easily implementable technique to provide disruption free service to mobile hosts in wireless ATM networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we brie y review related work. The basic idea behind our scheme is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents the issues related to implementation of the proposed approach using ATM as the backbone network. Concluding remarks are presented in section 5.
Related Literature
Keeton et.al. in 2] proposed a set of algorithms to provide connection oriented network services to mobile hosts for real time applications like multimedia. Their solutions lay excellent groundwork for work in this area but did not guarantee disruption free service. In fact their scheme was shown to su er from extended intervals of time when service to the mobile host was disrupted. A study done in 1] shows that if the hando protocol required forwarding data between the BSs connected by physical links, then a high bandwidth (between 48Mbps and 96Mbps) is required just to forward these data packets. Moreover, loops can be formed in the connection path if forwarding is employed. This will lead to ine cient network utilization.
A multicast based solution was proposed in 1]. In this approach, the data packets for a mobile host are multicast to the BSs of the neighboring cells so that when the host moves to a new cell, there are data packets already waiting for it and thus, there is no break in service. It is evident, however, that this scheme is not cost e ective. As the number of users in the network increases, the amount of network bandwidth used up by the multicast connections is going be prohibitively high. In 1], the cost of such a multicast scheme was determined to be the bu er overhead at the BSs. Our view of the problem is that the major component of cost incurred in a multicast based approach will be the amount of extra bandwidth used, and not the bu er overhead at each BS. This argument is supported by the availability of cheap memory but expensive network bandwidth 2 .
As pointed out in 3], the network call processor 3 in a static network becomes the bottleneck in an environment where hando s are frequent and require excessive interaction with a base station { an inherent problem associated with the work in 2]. To alleviate this problem, the authors in 3] proposed a new network architecture which made use of virtual circuit trees to minimize hando processing. However, it does not discuss about providing disruption free service when a hando takes place { the mainstay of applications like multimedia 23].
We nd that while existing literature is a rich source of protocols and models for tackling the problem in hand, there does not exist a cost-e ective solution for providing disruption free service.
Proposed Approach
Traditional multicast-based schemes require the packets to be multicast throughout the length of the connection. This leads to wastage of network bandwidth. The communication links from the switch to the BSs other than the BS of the cell where the mobile host is currently located get unnecessarily loaded. As the number of mobile hosts increase in a cell, the total network usage due to multicast connection for each host will become enormous. Due to this extra network usage, new connections might be blocked because the network capacity is exceeded.
The thrust of our approach is to avoid unnecessary multicast. A multicast throughout the length of the connection may prove to be unnecessary if the network had some information { e.g., how long is the mobile host going to remain in the same cell (this period is called cell latency). If the network has such information, then the multicast need not be done during that period of time.
The main idea of the proposed approach is to \stagger" the multicast initiation by the amount of time one is sure that the host remains within a cell, i.e., for a time interval equal to the cell latency. The cell latency will solely depend on the mobility model of the host. In this paper we will analyze the proposed approach based on two mobility models. One model is pessimistic in nature, and the other optimistic. By pessimistic we mean that the cell latency for a mobile host is very small. On the other hand in the optimistic model, the mobile host remains in a cell for a longer time.
We will now present the staggered multicast approach.
Staggered Multicast
If the mobility pattern of a user could be modeled in such a way that it can be ascertained with a certain probability that the user is going to remain in the same cell for t s amount of time, multicast could be avoided for this amount of time. The value of t s then 4 gives us a measure of the stagger time than can be safely introduced before initiating a multicast. This way, we will save on the network usage, and still guarantee disruption-free service with a certain probability.
Let P i be the probability of disruption during the i-th hando , and t i be the cell latency before the i-th hando . Let t mi be the time spent in multicast mode before the i-th hando . A disruption occurs when a mobile host initiates a hando before multicast has been initiated. Then the probability of disruption during the i-th hando can be given as,
Let the number of hando s occurring over the length of the connection time T c be N h . Let P disrupt be the average probability of disruption during a hando . P disrupt is determined as,
The value of P disrupt can now be used as a measure of the Quality of Service (QOS). There are a number of applications that cannot tolerate disruptions during the time of connection, i.e., P disrupt = 0. Two existing examples of such applications are telemedicine, and video conferencing.
With increased availability of mobile computing applications, a large number of hitherto unexplored applications will emerge. The applications mentioned here are but only a small sample. 8i; 1 i N h ; t s < t i
i.e., for all hando s a multicast is initiated within the associated cell latency interval. However, there are a lot of applications that do not have a strict requirement of disruption free service during every hando . A probabilistic guarantee is su cient for such applications, i.e., P disrupt 0. Examples of such applications include ftp, audio channels and movies. If the QOS requirement can be expressed as a probabilistic guarantee for disruption free service, then the To illustrate this probabilistic scheme we present an example as shown in Figure 2 . This gure shows the times of hando s and multicast initiations in the multicast scheme that provides a probabilistic guarantee. The times B, D, E, and G represent the time at which hando takes place. The times A, C, and F represent the time at which the multicast is initiated. As noticed in the gure, there is a disruption in service during hando at time E, because, there was no multicast initiated before the hando . Thus, a disruption occurs during the i-th hando when the stagger time t s is greater than the cell latency time t i .
In the absence of any empirical data for user mobility, we propose to evaluate the e ectiveness of our scheme using two mobility models, which we believe cover a wide range of user mobility. At this point we would like to mention that the main aim of this paper is not to show that the two models cover the whole spectrum of user mobility, but, to show that with the aid of user mobility information, we can drastically reduce the network load and still provide disruption-free service. We will be able to correctly estimate the bene ts obtained from the proposed approach only if we can accurately model the user mobility.
Mobility Models

Optimistic Model
The optimistic model is based on the two dimensional random walk model. In such a model, the user tosses two coins every T seconds. Based on the resulting head-tail combination, the user will decide to take a step of size s meters in a speci c direction (e.g., head-head results in a step in the north-east direction). Let the distance of the user with respect to the center of the circular cell at time t be r(t). As derived in Appendix 1, the probability that a mobile user will remain in the same cell at time t is given as, Prob(r(t) < R) = 1 ? e ? R 2
where, R is radius of the cell, and = s 2 =T.
Let us consider a picocellular environment, which is more suited for pedestrian tra c. Let s = 0.4m, T = 0.25 sec. Therefore, = 0:64. We vary the radius of the circular cell R from 10m to 50m. The variation of the probability with time is illustrated in Figure 3 . As seen in the Figure 3: Probability of being in a cell gure, the probability of the mobile host remaining in a cell decreases with time. An interesting observation however is that even after 5.1 minutes (306 seconds), the probability that the user is still in the same cell (R = 30m) is as high as 90%. This mobility model represents the class of users who spend a lot of time in a cell.
Pessimistic Model
The pessimistic model is based on the mobility model proposed in 5]. In this model the mobile user is assumed to be moving at an average velocity of V . The direction of movement is uniformly distributed over 0; 2 ]. The mobile users are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the cell area with a density of . If the length of the cell boundary is L, and the cell area S, the number of mobile users crossing the cell boundary per unit time is given by V L . If can be assumed to remain constant over the entire cell area, the average cell crossing rate of a mobile user is given by V L S . For circular cells, L will correspond to the perimeter of a cell, and thus L S = 2 R . It follows that the average cell latency of a mobile user is given R 2V . As in 5], we will assume that the cell latency of a mobile user is exponentially distributed with a mean R 2V .
Performance Analysis of the Staggered Multicast Approach
The overhead of the staggered multicast scheme can be characterized by the total time T m spent in the multicast mode as compared to the length of connection T c . T m is determined as
where, t mi is the time spent in multicast mode before the i-th hando , and N h is the number of hando s occurring over the length of connection. The total time spent in the unicast mode, T u , is then given by the di erence, T c ? T m . We determine the overhead of the multicast scheme as the fraction of the total connection time spent in the multicast mode,
The QOS measure of the staggered scheme (characterized by P disrupt ) is now given as QOS = 1 ? P disrupt
Performance of Optimistic Model
In this section we present the results of the staggered multicast scheme obtained using the optimistic model. We performed simulations to analyze the staggered multicast scheme. The radius of the circular cell R was varied from 10m to 50m. The time of connection T c , was xed to be 100 minutes. The step size s was chosen to be 0.4m, and the time interval between two tosses T was chosen to be 0.25 s.
As stated earlier, we characterize the overhead as T m =T c . Figure 4 illustrates the variation of overhead with the stagger time t s . It is noticed in Figure 4 that the overhead reduces as the stagger time increases. This is because as stagger time increases, the amount of time spent in multicast mode reduces. Thus, the overhead, determined as T m =T c , reduces. It can also be noticed that for a given stagger time, the overhead increases with an increase in cell radius. This is because as the radius increases, the time interval between hando s increases. If stagger time is kept constant, we are not making use of the potentially extra time available due to increased cell radius. As a result the fraction of time spent in multicast mode increases.
We also evaluated the probability of a disruption during a hando , P disrupt . As stated earlier, a disruption occurs only if multicast is not initiated before a hando occurs. Figure 5 illustrates the variation of probability of disruption with stagger time t s . Higher the stagger time, higher is the probability of disruptions. It can also be noticed that for a given stagger time, the probability of disruption increases as the radius of the cell decreases. This is because as the radius decreases, the probability of remaining in a cell reduces for a given stagger time. Therefore, the probability of disruption increases. Using these results, the network can determine the appropriate stagger time for a user. Let us illustrate it with an example. Let the radius of the cells in the network be 30 m. Suppose that the users in a network are maintaining non-critical connections. This means that a probabilistic guarantee will su ce. Let the QOS demanded by the users be 75 %. This means that P disrupt = 25%, i.e., on an average three out of four hando s will be guaranteed to be disruption free. Then, using Figure 5 , we can determine the appropriate stagger time, which is 650 seconds (approx. 11 minutes). Therefore, the multicast initiation can stagger by 11 minutes and we will still provide the desired QOS to the users. The overhead of such a staggered scheme can be determined using Figure 4 to be 50%. Therefore, the network spends only 50% of the total connection time in multicast mode for the user. In a traditional multicast based solution for disruption free service, the network spends 100% of the connection time in multicast mode 1]. Comparing it to the traditional multicast based solutions, there is a 50% savings in network bandwidth. Suppose on the other hand, a user is maintaining a critical connection which demands total guarantee of disruption free service, i.e., the QOS demanded by the user is 100 %. Even though a non-zero value of stagger time could be obtained for P disrupt = 0 in the optimistic model (e.g., t s = 3 minutes for R = 30m in Figure 5 ), this may not be true in general for other models. In fact the next model shows that for total guarantee of disruption free service, stagger time has to be zero. In other words, for total guarantee of disruption free service, multicast should be done throughout the length of the connection.
Performance of Pessimistic Model
Simulations were performed to analyze the multicast scheme using the pessimistic mobility model. The mobility model for this part was same as the mobility model proposed in 5]. The radius of the circular cell R was varied from 10m to 50m. The time of connection T c , was xed to be 100 minutes. The average velocity V was chosen to be 1.6 m/s (approx 5.7 km/hr, for a pedestrian user). The trends in the variation of overhead ( Figure 6 ) and probability disruption ( Figure 7 ) with respect to stagger time for the pessimistic mobility model are similar to the optimistic model. But as was expected, the allowable stagger time in the pessimistic model for a particular QOS is very low compared to the allowable stagger time in the optimistic model. For example, when R = 30m, QOS = 75 %, the allowable stagger time in the optimistic model is 650 seconds. On the other hand for a pessimistic model, the allowable stagger time is only 9 seconds.
Another noticeable di erence with the optimistic model is that there is no stagger time allowable for total guarantee service (i.e., when P disrupt = 0). Thus, for a user whose mobility pattern can be modeled with the pessimistic model, multicast has to be done throughout the connection time if the user desires total guarantee of disruption free service. On the other hand, if the user requires only a probabilistic guarantee, then a non-zero stagger can be introduced. For Figure 7 , we can determine the allowable stagger time to be 9 seconds. The overhead of such a staggered scheme can be determined using Figure 6 to be 73 %. Therefore, when compared to the traditional multicast schemes, there is a 27% savings in network bandwidth.
Discussion
In this section we have presented a staggered multicast approach. The main features of this approach are that it saves network bandwidth by providing a probabilistic guarantee for disruption free service. We analyzed the proposed approach for two mobility models. These models represented two di erent classes of mobile users { those with high cell latency, and those with low cell latency. The results indicate that regardless of the mobility model, the proposed approach provides tremendous savings in network bandwidth for applications that require a probabilistic guarantee. We expect the performance gains of the proposed approach for a typical user mobility model to lie somewhere in between the performance gains obtained for the two models considered.
In the next section we will present an implementation of the proposed approach on a wireless ATM network.
Implementation on ATM Network
System Model
We view the future personal communication network as a two tier network -a backbone static ATM network and a peripheral wireless network. This model is similar to the one proposed in 4]. Figure 8 shows ATM switches connected to base stations which in turn provide service to the mobile hosts. ATM cells are received by the base stations from the static network and forwarded to the mobile hosts. 
Protocol
We de ne a multicast group g i as the set of base stations that are included in the multicast operation for the mobile host i. The base stations maintain a table which maps each mobile host in its cell to its multicast group members. The group members for a mobile host can be determined based on some hints (direction, velocity). If no hints are available, the default multicast group members will be the neighboring base stations 1].
The connection management problem can be divided into two phases, namely, connection establishment phase and connection maintenance phase. The source mobile host initiates the connection establishment phase by sending a connection request message to its base station. The base station forwards this message to its switch. The switch assigns a VCN (virtual circuit number) for the source mobile host. The switch then initiates a locate procedure for the destination mobile host 10, 11, 12] . Upon getting the location information of the destination mobile host, a connection is set up between the source and the destination mobile host via the switches at the source and the destination.
Our work di ers in the connection maintenance phase. Please refer Figure 9 for the discussion. The thick lines in Figure 9 represent the data packets being transferred over the static network, and the thick dashed lines represent the data packets being transferred over the wireless medium between the base station and the mobile host. The thin lines represent the control messages being transferred over the static network, and the thin dashed lines represent the control messages being transferred over the wireless medium.
Once a connection is established, the switch SW is in the unicast mode, i.e., it forwards the data packets to only the \current" base station BS1, which in turn forwards it to the mobile host 1-2) . After t stagger units of time 5 , BS1 sends a multicast initiate message to SW (step 3). The multicast group members g mh are tagged along with the message. The switch SW then determines the crossover point for the multicast group members. The VCNs to the base stations in g mh are assigned, and the switch SW sends back the list of VCNs to BS1 which forwards it to mh (step 4). Upon receiving an acknowledgment from mh, SW enters the multicast mode. Let us suppose that the multicast group members are BS1 and BS2. SW multicasts the data packets to the base stations BS1 and BS2 (step 5) . However, only the current base station which is BS1 forwards the data packets over the wireless medium to mh (step 6) . This continues till the mobile host mh detects that it has to hando to BS2. The mobile host mh then sends a hando initiate to the new base station BS2 (step 7). The base station BS2 starts transmitting data to the mobile host (step 8). It also forwards hando initiate message to the switch SW (step 9). The switch SW then terminates the connections to the multicast group members except for BS2 (step 10) . SW then reenters the unicast mode and sends the data packets to only the \current" base station BS2, which in turn forwards it to mh (step 11).
Implementation Issues
Given the lossy nature of the wireless medium, there may be a need to frame groups of ATM cells at the BS and assign them some kind of sequence numbers. Additional bits to enable error correction and to allow recovery schemes may also be required for each frame. Likewise communication from the mobile host to a base station will consist of frames of ATM cells with additional bits as described above. Going by the philosophy behind ATM, it is likely that each frame will be small and of equal size. In line with this, we assume that all frames will be of xed length containing F ATM cells.
Before we can apply our scheme to an ATM environment, we must take into account the various properties of ATM network protocols that make them di er from existing network protocols. As was mentioned before, ATM is a connection oriented switching technology where connections must be established for the entire duration of the call. Connection establishment consists of assigning a VCN (virtual circuit number) and/or a VPN (virtual path number), and allocation of resources both within the network and at the source and destination to support this connection. In a mobile environment we will thus need to ensure that before a mobile host hands o , connection has already been established between the new base station and the destination. For this purpose, we make use of a dynamic virtual connection tree (dvct) based network architecture, an extension to the idea proposed in 3]. For sake of completeness, we will describe the virtual connection tree in some more detail.
A virtual connection tree 3] is a set of cellular ATM switches and base stations in the static network that are chosen at call setup time to route ATM cells. The network is divided into neighboring access regions and the mobile host is assigned a set of VCNs, one for each base station in this region. As soon as the mobile host detects that it is entering another wireless cell, it starts transmitting its messages with the VCN assigned for that base station. This change in position of the mobile host is updated at the root of the virtual connection tree (an ATM switch that maintains the routing tables for this connection) as soon as the rst ATM cell from the mobile host arrives bearing the new VCN. The study showed considerable reduction in load on the network call processor. The only time that the network call processor participates in a hando is when the mobile host changes its neighboring access region. As noted by the authors, hando s within this connection tree are handled entirely by the mobile itself in a totally distributed fashion.
A dvct di ers from a virtual connection tree in that the choice of participating base stations and ATM switches depends on the current location of the end-points and may change dynamically, i.e., base stations and switches may be dynamically added and removed depending on the movement of the mobile host. All the base stations and ATM switches included in the multicast operation can now be viewed as a dvct. Figure 13 is an example of how bidirectional communication takes place between two end points { both of which may be mobile, in a dvct using the multicasting approach.
We consider an example to make the dvct approach more clear. Suppose that switch A is connected to base stations a and b. Let a be providing a connection between a mobile host m1 in its wireless cell and a mobile host m2 in the wireless cell of BS d which is connected to switch D. The table shown in Figure 13 represents the routing information maintained by switch A. Such information is present at all switches in the ATM network. Data coming out of host m1 carries VC1 (for BS a) which was assigned at connection set up time. Switch A translates VC1 to VC2 after a look up of its routing table and sends out this data through port 2. Switch B further translates the header information so that it now carries the VC3. Finally switch D translates this to VC5 before passing it on to the BS d and from there to host m2. On the return path, m2 sends out data carrying the VC7. Suppose the multicast group members for mobile host m1 are base stations a, b and c. Then, switch D translates VC7 to VC8 followed by translation to VC13
(and VC9 for multicast) at switch B. Finally switch A translates VC13 to VC14 (and VC15 for multicast) for the multicast members a and b. The onward transmission to host m1 is done by a. Now if host m1 hands o to base station b, it will continue normal transmission but with VC16, and continue receiving with VC15. It is easy to see that allocating VCNs to all base stations that are included in a multicast, will greatly ease the hando process. The total delay experienced by an ATM cell over the network can be characterized by two main components 23, 22] . delay = D cons + D var (2) where D cons represents the constant component and D var represents the variable component of the delay. D cons depends on the the physical delay of the medium and the distance an ATM cell has to travel between source and destination. D var on the other hand is representative of the variation in queueing delays experienced by di erent ATM cells over the same connection in the network. Given the nature of delay variation experienced by di erent ATM cells, it is easy to see that di erent cells may experience di erent total delays over the same connection. This variation in cell delay is also referred to as jitter. 22] presents delay and delay variation objectives for two-way session audio and video services.
Crossover points within the network have signi cance when multiple connections are branching o from a common stream. Each connection in a multicast operation need not start from the source but may in fact nd an intermediate switch that is handling the connection for some other base station (See Figure 11 for an example of crossover point location during hando .). We model the delay experienced by an ATM cell over di erent routes starting from the crossover point to be bounded by the times min and max . The delay variation for each connection may now be viewed simply by a delay pipe as shown in Figure 10 . The tail of the pipe represents the entry point of an ATM cell from the source.
It is evident from Figure 10 that at any given instant for a multicast operation, the tail of each pipe contains the same ATM cell. However, due to di erent delays experienced on di erent routes, the ATM cells coming out from the heads of di erent pipes to the respective base stations may not be the same.
If the mobile host is to get consistent information from a base station during and after 
where BW conn is the bandwidth of the connection.
The ATM cell stream originating at the source consists of cells arriving back to back with no way of di erentiating between two data cells. Of course, special cells may be generated by setting the appropriate bits in their headers, but this is not the case with data cells in particular. Extensions to existing ATM protocols to suit the mobile environment are discussed in 4]. However, our solution does not require any changes in existing protocols but targets ATM switch fabrics to achieve its goals.
In Figure 11 , BS1 is the base station that is currently transmitting to the mobile host and BS2 is the base station that is required to join the multicast. After waiting for time t stagger , BS1 sends out a request to the switch to include the base stations in the multicast group of MH (g MH ) in the multicast operation. The upper bound on time taken for this is represented by t setup . Note that t setup includes the time required to nd the crossover point between BS1 and the base station farthest (in terms of number of intermediate switches) from it (BS2 in Figure 11 ), to update the multicast table entries in the crossover switch and As mentioned earlier, each time the mobile host performs a hando 6 it is necessary to ensure that the sequence of frames being received from the old and new base stations preserve their relative order. We propose to overcome this problem by generating a control cell at the crossover switch when a new multicast connection is admitted. This control cell will act as a reference point within the ATM cell stream to facilitate framing at each base station. Implementation of our scheme will require minor modi cations at the switch level. We would require the mobile host to maintain some kind of a record of the last frame number correctly received from a base station. A representative switch fabric that supports multicast (broadcast) 21] is shown in Figure 14 . The modi cations proposed to this switch architecture, however, are general enough to be applied to any other existing architecture. Our purpose is only to demonstrate how our scheme can be implemented. In the original switch architecture, CP is responsible for establishing both point-to-point and multicast connections. CN makes copies of the incoming ATM cells while the BGTs ll out the header information for each ATM cell generated by the CN (for multicast) as well as perform header translation for unicast cells. The DN distributes tra c over its outlets as uniformly as possible. For a comprehensive survey on switch architectures see 23, 22] .
The modi cations required are shown with dashed lines in Figure 14 . On receiving a multicast join request, the CCGL will request the CN to generate an empty cell of 48 bytes while the CP is setting up the multicast connection. A BGT will then attach the header of this control cell and appropriate values of Cell Loss Priority (CLP) and Payload type (PT) bits will be lled in. Note that the control cell will have its CLP bit set to 0 (high priority) and PT bits (b1, b2 and b3) may be set such that this control cell is distinguished from ordinary data cells. The VPI and VCI bits will be identical to their counterparts in the data cells. Figure 12 depicts a possible header con guration for a control cell.
When BS1 receives this control packet, say cp (which may be in the midst of regular cells all belonging to a single frame), it continues its framing process as before but sets a special ag in this frame before it goes out to the mobile host. The next frame to be transmitted will be numbered 1. The special ag that was set in the last frame to be transmitted will cause the mobile host to reset the frame counter it maintains to 0. Note that the mobile host does so only after it has received all previous frames from BS1 correctly. This will ensure that there is no confusion if requests for retransmission are generated by the mobile host on account of erroneous transmission from BS1.
On receipt of cp, BS2 starts framing ATM cells (F cells per frame) and also starts numbering them from 1. When hando actually takes place, the mobile host will be able to specify the last frame completely received from BS1 (say n) so that BS2 can can send the next appropriate frame to the mobile host. If BS2 starts transmitting from frame n+1 onwards, it may result in one frame being completely duplicated at the mobile host in the worst case. The extent of duplication depends on the position of cp relative to the boundary of a frame being generated at BS1. Note that this duplication could be as small as a single ATM cell if the wireless protocol adopted transmits one ATM cell at a time instead of a larger frame. In any event loss of ATM cells will not occur. Given below is the expression for the synchronization time (T synch ) required to ensure that duplication in receiving ATM cells at the mobile host is limited to at most one frame. Note that the synchronization time presented above and the chosen bu er size of ( max ? min ) BW conn at each base station, will together ensure that the frame being currently transmitted to the mobile host is within the bu er for each base station in the multicast.
The scheme presented here may result in the duplication of a single frame of ATM cells as explained above. However, this duplication could be as small as a single ATM cell if the wireless protocol adopted transmits one ATM cell at a time instead of a larger frame. It is possible to avoid any duplication if control cells can be generated at the source itself. However, this may require a change in the existing ATM protocols. In this paper, we do not consider such a situation but it is evident that if such a change is brought about in the future, then we will be able to perfectly synchronize frame reception at the mobile host.
Conclusion
There are many user applications that do not require a \total" guarantee for disruption free service but would also not tolerate very frequent disruptions. An user will not not want to pay a high cost for such applications. Thus if a multicast based approach is used, the data packets will be multicast to the neighboring wireless cells throughout the connection. This will be prohibitively expensive. On the other hand, if forwarding is used during hando s, the user will see a break in service during every hando . With the decreasing cell sizes, the user might see a disruption every 5 seconds (in picocellular environments). Proposed in this paper is a novel staggered multicast approach which provides probabilistic guarantee for disruption free service. The main advantage of the staggered multicast approach is that it partially provides the bene ts of the multicast approach and also provides the much required savings in the static network bandwidth.
In summary, the main features of the staggered multicast approach are the following:
The network bandwidth usage is signi cantly reduced.
A probabilistic guarantee for disruption free service is provided.
Using the ATM switch modi cations as suggested in the implementation section of the paper, we can ensure lossless data delivery to the end user. We are currently investigating staggered multicast schemes where the stagger time is determined dynamically during the hando process. We believe that a dynamic stagger will more provide a much better performance than the static stagger scheme proposed in this paper. On the other hand, if there are sophisticated wireless adapters available that can provide an intermediate signal level which will notify the mobile host that a hando will soon occur, then the multicast initiation could be staggered till this point.
Let us assume circular cells of radius R units. At time t, the user will be in the same cell if x(t) < R, and y(t) < R. Therefore, Prob(x(t) < R; y(t) < R) = 
